
08062: "fable written over the course of the summer working quite hard on the 

archive and thus feeling quite exhausted to write in the evening particularly also 

with myrthe on my side and friends but getting anyway the inspiration from a 

documentary on lemurs seen with august and feeling quite amazed of their dancing 

ability"

04083: "spending some nice time with august doing a small holiday at the sea side 

in central italy but then going back to renovate and feeling quite bad about all 

the chemicals and dust till at last getting some nice walk with jacek and brett 

uplifting me and also traveling through france with myrthe and biking in holland 

only experiencing bad days there stuck in the house with bad weather or traveling 

too late at night to sweden"

18093: "a month spent a lot outdoor with a strong morning wind cleaning up the 

sky in norther italy and allow me and jacek to take beautiful walks also very up 

high  in  the  carega  cliff  and  then  leaving  italy  traveling  through  france 

experiencing  quite  some  wind  in  culemborg  but  lastly  reaching  sweden  and 

experiencing only little wind there"

16097: "very sunny italy at last with several days of clear sky after a small 

period of rain spent with jacek and brett and then experiencing an incredible heat 

traveling by car through southern france and some good weather in the netherlands 

but also rain and big clouds and colder weather in sweden which soon turned too 

warm for this season"

02142: "a period with an increasing amoutn of dreams at last able to relax and 

sleep deeply after the heard work in the mountains and getting quite affected at 

first from all the driving also on the way back to the netherlands and all the 

biking i did there but also about the thesis approaching and very much by the new 

cat we adopted which kept appearing in my dreams and lastly getting much affected 

by a period spent in august's empty apartment watching movies at night and getting 

quite much sex and violent content in my brain"

05096: "a month with a lot of walking in italy at last with brett and jacek doing 

both the usual novegno round but then also the sumano ridge and later the much 

awaited carega finding a fantastic day but feeling afraid of the altitude and then 

traveling with myrthe through france and stopping in several places to take a walk 

despite having our new little cat in the car and walking in grenoble and then in 

the small town of ferdinand cheval but also in the beautiful dijon and later in 

nancy to finally reach the netherlands and mostly do biking there aside for one 

long walk from amstel to amsterdam central also exploring for the first time the 

west of town and later in sweden walking very extensively alone and in a sunny 

sunday with august throughout the all of stockholm"

15084: "a month with clean air to begin with in holland taking nice bike rides 

but then breathing some bad air painting the outdoor furniture and later driving



to breda in a bit of a traffic but lastly going to sweden and talking long walks 

there in the city breathing quite some pollution particularly one afternoon with a 

gathering of old american cars and another afternoon walking out to the mall and 

breathing dust from construction works"

09056: "thoughts recording through out the summer having too much work to do with 

the archive and at last walking extensively but mostly with myrthe and august and 

later with jacek and brett and almost never alone till at last making an effort 

back in the netherlands to go out alone and record myself"

10080: "people met during my first quantified self conference mostly talking to 

those at the stands promoting their technologies and then people met during a 

wedding in the breda countryside getting to know for the first time myrthe's 

friends and feeling happy to socialize after the success of the quantified self 

conference"

13114: "public spaces filmed from the beginning in the beautiful dijon exploring 

with myrthe while traveling back to the netherlands and then filming nancy in the 

following day till at last returning to culemborg and filming a bit there and then 

extensively  during  my  exploration  of  amsterdam  before  arriving  in  sweden  and 

filming around stockholm"

13115:  "a  month  spent  in  sweden  recording  extensively  around  the  city  of 

stockholm taking advantage of the sunny autumn days but also being very often in 

the city to meet my supervisor and walking as much from one destination to another 

and at last going to uppsala to visit august and spending the afternoon there with 

him"

06054: "biking to begin with all the way from schio up to my mountain place 

reaching very high heart beat rates despite the wrong pedals meant for special 

shoes making the ascendance hard and then reaching the netherlands and starting to 

bike also  there  but  going  quite  slow during  a  morning  ride to  the  south  of 

culemborg reaching a small little river with an amazing landscape and stopping 

several times to film it but then going very fast to catch up with myrthe"

11128: "trash picked while in the french city of nancy with myrthe filming me and 

later some trash picked back in culemborg and later in amsterdam"

11129: "trash picked while walking extensively in amsterdam through all the city 

and to the east finding several tourist related fliers and then picking trash 

while in stockholm"

11130: "picking trash while in stockholm especially during a beautiful day spent 

with august in town going mostly to the southern side finding there a lot of trash 

also given the very dry days with no wind"



11131: "trash picked waiting long days to meet my supervisor in stockholm and 

walking extensively particularly from the east to the west of town but also from 

the city center to the north mostly to reach the public library"




